Television
TV is a Powerful Tool of the Global Change Agents
“In a hypnotic state, the information which you are exposed to will be down loaded directly into your
subconscious mind where it will alter existing beliefs and form new beliefs without you even being aware of
it” (http://www.eruptingmind.com/effects-of-tv-on-brain).
“Virtually all forms of culture are created by the ruling class to build a false sense of reality, [and] ensure
social compliance, … Predictive programming [propaganda] is a tool used by the establishment to acclimate
the public to new ideas, trends, beliefs, and threats. It is used through television by including certain
situations or ideas within the plots of many fictional shows, … When similar situations occur or like ideas [eg
Political Correctness] are circulated in the world we think that these things are quite natural for we have
unknowingly been made familiar with them through television. … Through predictive programming,
television shapes culture and prevents individuals from asking questions. … In most public places one can
find a television transmitting propaganda around the clock ensuring the masses remain focused on trivial
matters. From birth we take the world as it’s presented on television. … For over half a century, our society
has lived under this signal of mental programming and conditioning. … The television remains our greatest
threat to individual sovereignty and the largest obstacle to becoming a truly informed individual”
(http://pupaganda.com/originals/Unplug_the_signal.html).

“The indoctrination effect of TV advertising is indisputable, what people are not aware of is [that] the
technique employed in overt advertising is also employed in a covert war going on for their minds to
mesmerise them, to hold them spellbound, to captivate their mind to do the bidding of unseen persons and
powers. This is what really makes movies, whether theatrical films or TV programs, a powerful tool
employed against the masses to keep them in docile subservience to the will of the wizards of the airwaves.
… The issue that needs to be addressed is whether the information that comes through the airwaves is
mere entertainment or is it intentionally crafted to … hypnotise them into submitting their will to the will of
the unseen ‘craftsmen’ who have an agenda of their own. … Without question the most powerful
mechanism of control employed by the ruling classes throughout history has been the control of
information, the crafting of knowledge to suit their interests” (http://apocalypse2010.blogspot.com/2010/02/dont-touch-thatdial.html).

“Television programs are designed with the purpose of reprogramming your mind by breaking down your
defences so you will accept a lie as truth. The media is the puppet of the Global Change Agents whose
umbrella groups include the Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderbergers, Order of
the Skull and Bones, and other similar groups. They are pushing a one-world agenda on us”
(http://www.inplainsite.org/html/dangers_of_television.html).
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